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S u m m a r y

Novel technologies such as 3D printing (additive manufacturing), 3D scanning and reverse engineering may significantly improve application of the principles of medicine in current clinical practice. This paper aims at presentation of the own concept of the repository of medical images based on 3D printing and reverse engineering technology. The proposed concept of the repository can constitute a beginning of the novel family of commercial techniques needed for development and optimization of reverse engineering toward printing the fully clinically functional solutions.

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Nowe technologie, takie jak druk 3D, skanowanie 3D czy inżynieria odwrotna, mogą znacząco poprawić stosowanie regul medycyny w obecnej praktyce klinicznej. Artykuł prezentuje własną koncepcję repozytorium obrazów medycznych w oparciu o technologie druku 3D i inżynierii odwrotnej. Proponowana koncepcja może stanowić początek nowej rodziny technik komercyjnych potrzebnych do rozwoju i optymalizacji inżynierii odwrotnej w kierunku drukowania rozwiązań w pełni funkcjonalnych klinicznie.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Medical sciences and health sciences are open to novel approaches and technologies. Many advances in health care have been achieved as a result of application of novel technologies (especially in the area of medical IT, medical robotics, material engineering, etc.).

Traditional manual design and manufacturing have severe limitations, especially concerning possibility of quick preparation of production, pace of its modification, and personalization of products. Novel technologies such as 3D printing (additive manufacturing), 3D scanning and reverse engineering
may significantly improve application of the principles of medicine in current clinical practice. Although aforementioned novel technologies are regarded as supplementary, they can avoid the limitations or fill the gap within existing biomedical technologies and methods. This way efficiency of the current therapeutic methods may increase, costs can be lowered, hospitalization can be shortened, and patient’s health-related quality of life can be increased.

This paper aims at presentation of the own concept of the repository of medical images based on 3D printing and reverse engineering technology.

3D PRINTING

Additive manufacturing (3D printing) can use various materials (plastic, metal, ceramics, living cells) in layers to produce a 3D object using diverse technologies. Product is built vertically, layer by layer, allowing creation of the complex structures, even not produced using more traditional technologies. Printing features (speed, quality, geometric accuracy, shape reconfiguration possibilities, etc.) and used materials depend on the selected technology. Access to the cheaper commercial technologies, computer-aided design (CAD), rapid prototyping (RP), and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) significantly influenced development of physical models and final products printed directly from 3D computer data sets. Medical applications of aforementioned technologies cover following areas:
- learning and medical simulation,
- scientific research, modelling and testing of bones, soft tissues, assistive technology, etc.
- diagnostics based on 2D images converted to 3D,
- fast face/head scanning and fast whole body scanning,
- 3D-printed artifacts used in (neuro)surgery, drug fabrication, and rehabilitation engineering, etc.
- bioprinting of tissues and organs,
- customization of products to meet individual patient’s requirements.

REVERSE ENGINEERING

Reverse engineering is based on digitizing real objects, such as body parts, usually for replication or modification (e.g. individualization) purposes. Some digital files representing 3D objects may be reconstituted from other sources, including series of medical images. Quality of the copy usually depends on the quality of the images, applied software, and resolution of 3D printing.

There is an assumption that each 3D copy reflects the same original (or modified by therapists/manufacturer) data, i.e. is the same as original, but may be produced from the other material. Moreover, there is lack of plastic molds or wraps needed during the process of fabrication. From the medical point of view: modification of geometry and material properties of the 3D-printed model is possible on many stages of the additive manufacturing. Some additional copies (e.g. for control purposes) are possible.

LEARNING AND MEDICAL SIMULATION

Practitioners recognize a need for improved instructional platforms to improve procedural individual skills and team co-operation. Quick and efficient diagnosis, therapy, rehabilitation and care still constitute a huge challenge. Advanced technologies and therapeutic methods need more specialized medical staff to achieve therapeutic success and avoid misunderstandings. Garbayo and Stahl named medical simulation ‘ethical imperative in health care’ decreasing learning costs to human health and quality of life [1]. Knowledge implementation is currently perceived as the best form of individual and team skills assessment, including lifelong learning of medical professionals at the undergraduate level [2, 3]. Customized 3D-printed anatomical models designed for individual and team training are regarded as very useful.

We are aware that quick development of relatively cheap and easy 3D printing in learning and medical simulation is hard to overestimate. Its potential is growing each year due both development of health sciences and technical advancement of additive manufacturing devices and materials.

Printed organs/tissues may provide surrogates for learning and medical simulation purposes, including preparation to the rare or complicated interventions. It may reduce risk in cases with limited opportunity for operating room experience. General approach within the described area constitute 3D printed personalized brain models. They can be useful for preoperative planning and neurosurgical training purposes. Ploch et al. showed advantages of the aforementioned approach:
use of the commonly used medical images, e.g. magnetic resonance images,
- physiologically, anatomically, and tactiley realistic (even personalized) models,
- combined various technologies: 3D printing, molding, and casting,
- easy production,
- low cost-efficiency ratio,
- high durability,
- models may be made even from soft gelatin, thus they can be softer than conventionally printed 3D models,
- total cost of the personalized brain model: approx. 50 USD,
- duration of fabrication: 24 hours [4].

The main disadvantage of the aforementioned approach is regarded inability to produce ultrasoft materials like human brain tissue. But we are aware that direct brain printing using bio-ink is beyond our possibilities so far.

Another, more detailed approach is neurysm clipping simulator which may significantly improve learning experience in young surgeons, increasing their adaptability to new patient geometric features [5]. 3D-printed realistic pediatric pyeloplasty simulator for laparoscopic training and skills acquisition has been recently developed [6]. Consistency, hardness, elasticity of the models are close to the real tissue/organ in a particular patient [7-10].

Fig 1. Example of application of the reverse engineering: a) bone, b) its digital visualization, c) its 3D-prints in various scales
THERAPY AND REHABILITATION

Combining various therapeutic methods and techniques with reverse engineering can shorten the track between diagnosis/measurements in a particular patient and ready-to-use personalized equipment or even 3D-printed tissue. Further development of 3D printing technologies and reverse engineering in the field of orthopedic, plastic surgery, vascular surgery, neurosurgery and rehabilitation can be explosive. Their potential in the field of current and future everyday clinical practice remains underexplored.

Main topics of the papers concerning 3D printing and reverse engineering in the medicine cover training and patient education, surgical planning, upper extremity prosthetics, bones and breast reconstruction, nose, ear and cartilage reconstruction, and skin grafts [11]. High-strength structures with built-in microchannels are available [12]. Nervous system degeneration shapes the limits in such body enhancement.

TOWARD PERSONALIZED REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

Combination of materials, cells, growth factors, and novel devices can change lifesaving, therapy, rehabilitation and care, as far as change quality of life in patients living with grafts is concerned. Reverse engineering can provide quicker recovery (e.g. thanks to improved vascular features), replenishment or even replacement of damaged (or even lacking due to life-saving amputation) tissues/organs. Current gap between transplantation needs and tissues/organs shortages can be overcome thanks to a quicker access to cost-effective artificial tissues and organs. Current research are focused on:

- semi-automated flexible production without post-fabrication procedure,
- precise geometric features (including e.g. vessels), (bio)mechanical properties, structure, and function the same as the original organ in particular patient,
- retained genotype and phenotype,
- direct bioprinting of complex tissue networks,
- high cell viability, minimal stresses and forces: cells should not be harmed during printing,
- anti-allergenic features, minimal change of features in time,
- minimalized adverse effects,
- minimalized risk of graft rejection – built-in pre-programmed biocompatibility and biodegradability.

Printed organs/tissues may provide exact living replicas of the natural tissues/organs of the particular patient or even their improved (e.g. without osteoporosis in elderly people) versions:

- bones with their complete porous structure,
- complex soft tissues and selected organs [13-15].

Three-dimensional printing of tissue is possible using sequential layers of cells placed on previously printed successive layers. Key factors are:

- automated and computer controlled technology,
- use of cell libraries and cellular assemblies,
- stable, functional protein arrays,
- size of cells,
- thickness of the gel,
- dispensing and positioning proteins or cells (similar as ink),
- aggregation of the closely-placed cells [13,14,16].

Basic technologies are:

- laser guidance direct write (LGDW),
- modified laser-induced forward transfer techniques (LIFT)
- modified ink jet printers,
- electrohydrodynamic jetting (EHDJ) [17].

Simultaneous printing of cells and proteins, capillaries and vessels within 3-D hydrogel structures is also available [7]. Even direct neural tissue printing is available in a 3D multilayered collagen gel offering new possibilities for neural tissue regeneration [18]. Koch et al. printed fibroblasts and keratinocytes embedded in collagen [19], and Zhang et al. printed human umbilical vein smooth muscle cells [20]. Mannoor et al. showed bionic ear – next step toward integration of 3D printed biological tissues with functional electronic devices [21].

OWN CONCEPTS AND RESEARCH

We develop own digital library (repository) of particular human ‘spare parts’, primarily bones, starting from bones of spine. Such beginning is caused by our experience in development, assessment and computer modelling of the complex porous structures, including bones. Our repository can be regarded as equivalent of the digital anatomical atlases, but enhanced by simplified and automated technology of reverse engineering accessible for non-engineers (e.g. students of Bydgoszcz universities). Our pre-programmed models will be available in natural- or
large-scale. Thus, they can be used for learning purposes. It may be emphasized by possibility of printing colored parts allowing for easier recognition of particular bones or pathological changes. Access to physiological and pathological files can provide various models depending of the disease, its stage, age of the patient, and associated deformations. Our first experiences cover also 3D-printing of the patient-tailored orthopedic equipment, including orthoses and special wheelchair pads for patients with hip heterotopic ossifications.

We hope basic version of our repository will be open-source at least for Bydgoszcz universities and hospitals. The most advanced version of our repository will allow independent production of 3D models based on uploaded medical images (of the particular patient) and patterns downloaded from the repository. We hope relatively inexpensive software and hardware, and user-friendly technology will help medical specialists to become familiar with such advanced technology, and will be accompanied by significant outcomes in learning, research, and everyday clinical practice.

We possess knowledge and experience concerning both 3D printing and reverse engineering as far as applied informatics, biocybernetics, bioinformatics, experimental biomechanics. We also possess basic equipment including software hardware, 3D scanners, and 3D printers. Number of gathered medical images and studies is limited but still increases.

Audience may be wide. Foreign study by Jones et al. showed that opinion concerning usefulness of the 3D printed models is common among medical staff (95.8%, but 82.6% required price of such model lower than 500 USD) [22].

Repositories of medical images have become more popular recently. Neuroimaging Informatics Tools and Resources Clearinghouse (NITRC) hosts fourteen projects and joins initiatives aiming at disseminate technologies of neuroimaging tools and data bases [23]. Neuro Bureau ADHD-200 Preprocessed repository constitutes huge public resource of preprocessed resting-state fMRI and structural MRI data concerning biomarkers of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder [24]. Polish efforts are coordinated by the Ministry of Health. Aforementioned initiatives are stimulated by relatively novel science: connectomics, emphasizing brain’s functional organization for better understanding of neural mechanisms of normal cognition and disease [25, 26].

**CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS**

Main limitations of the aforementioned own concept are:
- initial stage of research and development,
- several years need for full introduction,
- limited application of basic scientific system for everyday use by non-engineers,
- relatively high initial costs of the system dedicated purely for educational and clinical purposes,
- need for many studies: quality assessment, randomized controlled trials, compartmental studies with concurrent approaches, and clinical guidelines,
- unification, standardization, automation, for patients’ safety purposes,
- social awareness among medical staff and patients.

Aforementioned limitations can be overcome by common cooperation of several universities and hospitals, and expected lower of 3D printing solutions and better cost-effectiveness of the proposed solutions.

Another limitation is a few research and publications. Evidence-based medicine (EBM) paradigm requires strong results of relevant research and confirmed results of clinical applications (including indications, contraindications, and secondary changes) in the particular case(s) to assess technology or method as efficient and safe.

Precision of 3D printing (including 3D bioprinting) is limited from millimeters to micrometers depending on technology. In the case of need for extraordinary precision there is a need for careful selection of the appropriate printing technology. No doubt development of the technology may cause an increase in the area of precision of products (including tissues and organs) printed from diverse materials, even mixed (e.g. neuroprostheses printed simultaneously form biocells, metal and plastic parts). Interaction between cells (bio-ink) and the biomaterials (e.g. scaffold) should be also carefully studied [27,28].

Process of tissue self-assembly and extracellular matrix deposition is still a basic technological problem within bioprinting. Vascularized organs may be developed, but rather simpler (skin, cartilage, bladder). More complex organs such as heart, kidney or liver are beyond our reach now [29].

Limitation of the bioprinting is natural: printing from living cells has to be done in room temperature to avoid cells damages. We are aware that many materials may not cover this requirement. Moreover, there is a limited number of 3D printable biomaterials; thus,
physical, chemical, and/or biological features of the original tissues/organs may not be fully reflected. Biphasic or triphasic tissues are available depending on requirements [30].

There is a limited number of novel medical materials for 3D printing (e.g. in anti-allergenic, water-resistant, non-fragile, etc.). Selection of the appropriate materials in particular case may constitute a big challenge: some materials such as wood, leather, and certain metals may be hard to use and should be replaced [31].

DIRECTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Current concept of 3D repository offers many possibilities for both scientists and clinicians. It may prepare next step toward on-demand individualized biological tissues/organs. Ability of quick modification of the compounds needed for a particular patient and their just-in-time production may be regarded as key for future medical staff. Directions of further research are:

- awareness, preparation and learning of medical staff,
- new models of co-operation within multidisciplinary therapeutic team,
- testing diverse technologies and shaping their properties useful in everyday clinical practice,
- testing materials for 3D-printing (including bioprinting), indications and contraindications for application, possible adverse effects,
- vascularization of the tissues, fluid diffusion, innervation of implants,
- regeneration/replacement of the most complex tissues/organs,
- cheap, accessible, cost-efficient commercial solutions,
- specific therapy, rehabilitation and care guidelines in patients with various of 3D printed implants,
- legal and ethical issues [32-34].

CONCLUSIONS

Reverse engineering is an innovation transforming the clinical practice in the area of both printed artificial organs and patient-tailored assistive technology. Proposed concept of the repository constitutes the beginning of the novel family of commercial techniques needed for development and optimization of reverse engineering technologies toward printing the fully clinically functional solutions.
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